
Glasgow Ceramic Studio

Living Wage Graduate Internship


Information 2023


Glasgow Ceramic Studio is delighted to announce that applications are now open for its Living Wage 
Graduate Internship Programme for 2023. The internship runs for 6 months and we will be filling two 
internship positions in this round: 4th January 2023 - 30th June 2023 and 1st April 2023 - 30th September 
2023.


Glasgow Ceramic Studio is a not for profit organisation and our Living Wage Graduate Internship runs in 
conjunction with our Open Access Membership and Community Outreach Programmes. The first year of 
this endeavour is kindly supported by Creative Scotland (March ’22 - March ’23) but thereafter, will fund 
itself with what is raised by the Open Access Membership paying for the rental of the space, overheads, a 
living wage for interns and our community outreach workshops.


The internship is an opportunity for recent graduates or emerging artists working in ceramics to access the 
facilities they need to continue their making practices, advance their skills and knowledge in ceramics in an 
exciting studio environment and to gain experience in the day-to-day running of a working studio space. 


The intern is required to be in the studio for 40 hours a week (10am - 6pm four days a week including one 
weekend day, and 2pm -10pm one weekday). 20 of these hours are spent on tasks that benefit the studio 
and are paid a living wage of £10/hour. The other 20 hours are spent working on the intern’s own practice.


Internship tasks include: facilitating the studio’s Open Access Membership Programme, overseeing the 
smooth running of Glasgow Ceramic Studio’s ‘Room 2’ studio space, helping out with workshops and 
members projects as well as working on one longer term ‘Continuous Development Project’ for the benefit 
of the studio. 


The intern will receive training in the above tasks in the first 3 months of the internship, and is expected to 
pass this knowledge on to a new intern in their second 3 months. 


Applicants must be Scottish, a recent graduate from a Scottish Institution or a person living in Scotland.


Please fill out an application form and send along with a recent CV and a portfolio of up to 5 images of your 
work (all in PDF format) to meabh.breathnach@gmail.com. The application deadline is Friday 4th November 
2022 at 5pm. 


